
STEP-BY-STEP GUIDE: 
HOW TO APPLY FREE AIR 

THROUGH BOOKNCL
Step 1: Click New Reservation then Continue.
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Step 1: Click New Reservation then Continue. 



Step 2: Complete voyage search. 

Step 2: Complete voyage search.
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Step 3: Choose desired voyage and click Select. 

Step 3: Choose desired voyage and click Select. 
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Step 4: Choose desired category of stateroom and click Select.

Step 4: Choose desired category of stateroom and click Select.
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Step 5: Choose stateroom number and click Select.

Step 5: Choose stateroom number and click Select.
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Step 6: Populate guest information. 

If they are a past guest, you can search by different criteria. If searching for a past 
guest, Start on 6a below for instructions.

If they are a new guest, Click here for instructions.

Step 6: Populate guest information. 

a) If they are a past guest, you can search by different criteria. If searching for a past guest, click 
here for instructions.

b) If they are a new guest, click here for instructions.
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Step 6a: When searching for a past guest, click Search.Step 6a: When searching for a past guest, click Search.
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Step 6a: Search by either Latitude number, phone number or first and last name. In 
this scenario, we are searching by phone number. Once added click Search Client.

Step 6a: Search by either Latitude number, phone number or first and last name. In this scenario, 
we are searching by phone number. Once added click Search Client.
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Step 6a: Select client(s). Click Add to Reservation.
Step 6a: Select client(s). Click Add to Reservation.
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Step 6a: Guests are now added to the reservation.
Step 6a: Guests are now added to the reservation.
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Step 6b: If you need to create a new client, click on Create.

Step 6b: If you need to create a new client, click on Create.
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Step 6b: Verify that everything with an asterisk is filled out; these are mandatory fields. 
Although the BIRTHDATE field does not have an asterisk, it needs to be filled out in 
order to properly ticket the air promotion. Click Save and Continue.

You will see a validation that the client is saved.

Step 6b: Verify that everything with an asterisk is filled out; these are mandatory fields. Although 
the BIRTHDATE field does not have an asterisk, it needs to be filled out in order to properly ticket 
the air promotion. Click Save and Continue.

You will see a validation that the client is saved.
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Step 7: Once guest information is populated select Bundled Air located on  
the dashboard.

Step 7: Once guest information is populated select Bundled Air located on the dashboard.
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Step 8: Once bundled air is selected, a pop up will appear to select an applicable gate-
way. Click Save. For applicable gateways, see terms and conditions on NCLHelp. 

Step 8: Once bundled air is selected, a pop up will appear to select an applicable gateway. 
Click Save. For applicable gateways, see terms and conditions on NCLHelp. 
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Step 9: You will see AIRPROM3 automatically populate. 
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Step 9: You will see AIRPROM3 automatically populate. 



EXAMPLE GUEST CONFIRMATION

Selected gateway will be shown under AIR CITY 

• Under Booking Components, Guest 2 has a $0.00 Air charge

• If Air City is blank, guest did not select air

• If a gateway is shown under Air City, guests have air, even if air add-on  
balance reflects $0.00 for Guest 2
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• Selected gateway will be shown 
under AIR CITY 
• Under Booking Components, 

Guest 2 has a $0.00 Air charge
• If Air City is blank, guest did not 

select air
• If a gateway is shown under Air 

City, guests have air, even if air 
add-on balance reflects $0.00 for 
Guest 2

EXAMPLE GUEST CONFIRMATION
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